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ENGINEERING
EXCELLECE WITH
EMINENT TECHNOLOGIES

www.eminentengitech.com
info@eminentengitech.com

VISION
We shall pursue excellence to be a Global Leader in Engineering,
Manufacturing and Innovation through devoted teamwork in order to
please our customers and stakeholders, who are our entire purpose

MISSION
We strive to provide dependable, high-quality solutions for
global infrastructure while always keeping integrity, safety, and
sustainability in mind.

VALUES
We understand our customers’ needs, and our main goal is to
give them the highest and most reliable product quality possible.
• Customer Recognition
• Integrity & Transparency
• Passion for results
• Creativity & Agility
• Commitment & Accountability
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ABOUT

Eminent Engitech
Eminent Engitech is one of India's most
promising start-ups, urges to be a leading
manufacturer, architecture, and service partner
by providing cutting-edge tech solutions, in
order to attain its purpose of allowing the
worldwide transition to a Sustainable Tomorrow.
We are presently a preferred supplier of rebar
couplers to well-known companies in India and
internationally in the general engineering, power
and energy, construction, and mining industries,
airport, bridges, metro station.
We lead a wide range of sectors by delivering
precision solutions to customers. We take a
customer-centric strategy, with a primary focus
on providing innovative solutions. It attempts to
satisfy and cater to the specific requirements of
our valued customers, using a thorough
understanding of the Value Analysis and Value
Engineering approach (VA-VE).

OUR TEAM
Eminent Engitech has created and updated a wide range of technical
solutions aimed at helping contractors and consultants achieve
maximum efficiency at their work without compromising on quality
over the years, thanks to a devoted team of professionals.
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QUALITY

in everything we do
Every step of Eminent’s construction operations is subject to quality monitoring. With a sense of responsibility and indulgence, our directors look
after the quality assurance activity. We maintain a code of conduct with
ISO 90012015 and ISO 15835-12018 at the Rajkot plant.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Every application of severe quality checks at each phase of product
development to ensure high-quality products. It is based on the
concept that everyone involved in the product development process is
responsible for the product's quality at the stage in which they are
involved. Quality Assurance does not end after the product is finished,
instead, it repeats the cycle, using any data gathered at each stage of
the development process to better the following round. We are
concerned with more than just the product's quality. We also emphasize
the analysis of product development processes in order to eliminate
waste. Waste is reduced by lowering the costs associated with flaws.
The premise is that waiting until the last minute to find problems,
shortly before the product is released, is costly.
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ABOUT

Rebar couplers
In concrete structures, rebar couplers are utilized to replace traditional rebar lap joints. Each
rebar coupler is made up of a piece of rebar with a thread and a coupler sleeve on the right
end, as seen from the installation direction. To expand on this, reinforcing bar couplers like
these can be used to replace rebar splices throughout a structure. They can eliminate bar
overlap in areas of concrete members where the code-mandated spacing of bars becomes
too tight.

RELIABILITY
COMPATIBILITY

Our team is committed to delivering a cost-

It's been overrated, overvalued, and misrepresented

effective solution in partnership with our

in the media (in many cases). Some even contend that

in-house structural, civil, and engineering

an authenticity is no longer a viable option. We

professionals. These competent people

appreciate authenticity by aiding the consumer and

collaborate on a daily basis and are familiar with

learn more about their needs.

each other's professions, so their collaborations
can streamline your compatible couplings, save
you money and time, and reduce errors caused
by miscommunication. Our couplers are
designed to suit a variety of rebar grades and

PRODUCTIVITY

sizes in accordance with international standards.

STEEL SAVINGS

Eminent Engitech’s couplers have a broad range
of applications and allow for considerable
performance gains in the construction phase.

Our couplers allow you to use the rebar as
is, with no threading required. which will
undoubtedly save steel
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TYPICAL

Applications
Rebar couplers are devices that link lengths of rebar together, enabling a high-performance
splice to be made rapidly and safely on the job site. In most cases, the rebar ends must be
prepared in order to connect two bars. This is accomplished using specialized equipment
designed and manufactured by Eminent Engitech.

CONTINUITY REBAR FOR CAST IN PLACE CONNECTIONS
Due to its parallel-thread design, these solutions enable quick,
high-performance, and reliable rebar connections. We prepare
the highly productive rebar in advance. Piles, Pile caps, walls,
walls, slabs, beams, columns, and temporary openings are
examples of common applications.

IN CONCRETE PRECAST
Solutions that allow precast parts to be connected without the
use in joints. Columns, beams, wall panels, and pipe racks are
examples of common applications.

REPAIR AND RETROFIT PRINCIPLES
Solutions that do not necessitate the preparation of the bars,
maybe operated with simple equipment, and require a short bar
length. Typical examples include heaps and barrettes.
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REBAR COUPLERS

WHY REBAR COUPLER?
Rebar lapping has long been thought to be efficient and cost-effective. Lapped joints are a
common splicing procedure, but they aren't always the best option for connecting rebbards.
Today's more demanding concrete architecture is forcing engineers to examine rebar couplers
as an alternative to traditional lap splices.
A coupling is a mechanism that connects two shafts at their ends so that power can be transmitted. Couplings are used to connect two pieces of rotating equipment while allowing for some
degree of misalignment, end movement, or both.
Reinforcement bars of varying grades and diameters are connected using rebar couplers or
mechanical splices. They do away with the need for lapping and welding. Rebar couplers can
connect rebars that are fully tensioned. Threads are provided on the ends of the steel bars to be
linked, and a coupler is used to join rebars end-to-end, transferring the loads on the rebar across
the connection. Because they do not rely on concrete for load transfer, they are more efficient
than lap splices.
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GENERAL BENEFITS OF

Rebar couplers

Mechanical rebar couplers are becoming more popular than lap splices among engineers.
Mechanical couplings, they discovered, provide a level of uniformity and reliability that
lap splicing does not.

Because they do not rely on concrete for load transfer, mechanical systems are more
reliable than lap systems.
Mechanical connections provide more structural stability. During man-made, seismic, or
other natural phenomena, mechanical splices provide strength and toughness.
Mechanical splices must perform better than conventional lap splice design lengths,
according to the code. Mechanical splices often provide a 125 percent to 150 percent more
capacity* than the lap splice.
The Rebar Coupler eliminates the need for time-consuming lap computations.
Rebar Couplers are simple to install and do not necessitate the use of specialized labour.
Rebar couplers save money by lowering labour expenses and speeding up job schedules.
Dowel bar alternatives minimize on-site labour, formwork costs, and project-site safety.
Bar terminators reduce traffic and make bar placement easier.
Repair splices save money by avoiding the expense of removing large amounts of concrete.
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SIZE CHART

SIZE

THREAD

SIZE

LENGHT

ID(mm)

PITCH(mm)

OD(mm)

(mm)

EE-RC001

16

14.5×2.5

26

40

EN8D2

EE-RC002

20

18.4×2.5

32

50

EN8D2

EE-RC003

25

23.5×3

40

60

EN8D2

EE-RC004

32

30.5×3

50

80

EN8D2

EE-RC005

40

45×4

62

95

EN8D2

SKU
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MATERIAL

HOW REBAR COUPLER IS USEFUL
ON DIFFERENT PREMISES?
BRIDGES & VIADUCTS

AIRPORT

BUS PORTS &
TRAIN STATIONS

Eminent Engitech provides couplers for

Eminent's renowned coupler systems,

Eminent’s Coupler is useful in joining

the building of bridges and viaducts

utilized in foundations, columns, and

the new trains of a railway. Because

that can be utilized in both permanent

slabs, are part of technological

flexibility and convenience are

and temporary applications. Our

solutions for airports. We extend our

maximized if all new trains can be

product line includes a rebar coupler, as

services to include huge roofing

coupled together, the coupler design is

well as all necessary accessories for

structures and façades.

standard and almost as important as

applications such as heavy structure
and temporary heavy-lifting activities.

BUILDINGS
In building, reinforced glass, and many
other items, Eminent's renowned rebar
coupler provides considerably stronger
support than steel wires.
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the track width.
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Exporting

IN MORE THAN

18

COUNTRIES

INDIA
RK Prime. Office No. 920, 9th Floor, Near Nana
Mava Circle, Beside Silver Heights, 150 Ft. Ring
Road. Rajkot - 360004 (Gujarat) India.
+91- 9638613141

GERMANY
Anton-Huber-Straße 20, 72430 Aalen
+49 73616339076

www.eminentengitech.com
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